Noise reduction Noise reduction --existing approaches existing approaches concerning one microphone structure concerning one microphone structure With/without With/without any hypothesis on the noise/speech distribution Use the speech intermittence and noise stationarity hypothesis for SNR estimation Spectral subtraction, Soft -d ecision noise suppression They all lead to a compromise between residual noise and speech distortion Noise reduction Noise reduction --existing approaches existing approaches concerning microphone array concerning microphone array Based on the GSC or Superdirective Beamformer The achievable amount of noise reduction is limited by the noise decorrelation. Thus, additional postfiltering is added (like Wiener filter). Car noise is considered as diffuse, thus presenting a strong correlation in the lower frequencies. Some authors proposed using a Spectral Subtraction in the lower-frequency or modifying the Wiener filter estimation considering a priori knowledge of the noise spatial statistics.
Noise reduction Noise reduction --existing approaches existing approaches two microphones structure two microphones structure
In the GSM context, a two -microphone system, is considered acceptable in terms of cost and ease of installation. Algorithms specifically dedicated to two -m icrophone systems have been developed, also depending on signal characteristics. Adaptive noise cancellation, adapts to one point -shaped noise source and linear convolutive mixtures. A noise reference is formed by linear combination of the two microphone signals, and is then used to remove noise by Wiener filtering. Cocktail -party effect and diffuse noises are poorly removed Noise reduction Noise reduction --existing approaches existing approaches two microphones structure (continue) two microphones structure (continue) By using Generalized Singular Value Decomposition (GSVD) to estimate the Wiener filter, this technique is able to remove coherent noise as well as diffuse noise. Huge computational load is not compatible with real -ti me implementation. In order to reduce the complexity, subband implementation has been investigated, leading to more acceptable complexity, though remaining relatively large.
Noise reduction Noise reduction --proposed approach proposed approach two microphones structure two microphones structure G(f,p) -The filtering gain can be calculated according to the spectral subtraction filter, the Ephraim and Malah filter, the coherence, and so forth. The proposed algorithm uses the coherence function.
Signal Assumptions
The Coherence and the Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) between the two signals x1 and x2 are given respectively by: 
Two sensor Algorithm
Based on the assumption that noises are decorrelated when microphones are sufficiently spaced. The lower spectrum, which contains correlated noise, is removed by a bandpass filter. Then, the coherence function is a perfect candidate to operate the filtering of the decorrelated signals. The proposed system is based on "cross-spectral subtraction"
Power Spectral Densities Estimation
To respect the short term speech stationarity, λ should take low values but, to favor long -term estimation to reduce the estimator variance λ should take ~1 values.
Power Spectral Densities Estimation (continue)
For Fs=8KHz, FrmLen=256, Overlap=75%,f=1KHz
Power Spectral Densities Estimation -λ -adaptive forgetting factor 
Noise cross-correlation estimation
Musical noise is affected by: 1. The long -t erm estimation of noise crosspsd during noise-only periods 2. The high variance of noise cross -psd included in the noisy signal cross -psd term due to the small forgetting factors.
In order to control the musical noise long term overestimation of the noise cross -psd is proposed without any need for VAD. The long -t erm estimate is an accurate overestimation of the short -term cross-psd. This estimator shall limit the musical noise without inducing too much speech distortion for the following reasons: 1. Overestimation is effective for decorrelated noises, especially for high frequencies where the SNRs are quite favorable, and the speech components are slightly affected by this overestimation. 2. In the case of highly correlated noises, that is, for low frequencies, the cross -psd is close to the mean psd, and will not lead to speech distortion in the case of closed window, but distortion is expected in the case of open window.
Continues noise estimation
Avoid the need for an accurate and robust VAD A small error in the estimation may lead to musical noise or large amounts of speech distortion. A robust VAD is not as crucial for algorithms using a priori and a posteriori SNR estimation since the filter estimate also depends on smoothing coefficients. 
